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What is DTT? Discrete Trial Training (DTT) is a method for individualizing and simplifying instruction to enhance learning. It is a 
procedure in Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) that breaks down larger unit of instructions into smaller units. DTT has proven in 
research to increase learning opportunities for people of all ages with autism and enhance their motivation to learn.  The discrete trial 
consists of five components which include: cue (a discriminative stimulus or Sd), prompt, response, consequence, and intertrial interval. 
Research shows DTT is especially useful for teaching children with autism to add new forms of behavior (actions previously not 
performed) to their repertoires and to make new discrimination (making accurate responses to different cues) between events. DTT may 
also be effective for a learner’s management of disruptive behavior by teaching or replacement of such behaviors with more adaptive 
ones.   
 

 

 

Why When  Who 
-Teaches important skills and 
discriminations such as: imitation, 
receptive language, expressive 
language, conversation, sentence, 
grammar, and syntax. 
 
-Other uses of DTT include 
expansion of skills through 
collaboration of other instructional 
methods (e.g.  incidental teaching) 
to increase: vocabulary expansion, 
play skills, amount of responses in 
conversations, manding, & teaching 
complex daily living skills (e.g. 
setting the table, going to the 
bathroom).    
 
-Because each discrete trial is short, 
there are more learning 
opportunities in a particular period 
of time than that of standard 
instruction.  
 
 

-Daily: Depending on the treatment 
program children with autism can 
receive anywhere between a few 
minutes to several hours per day of 
DTT. 
 
- How much DTT? The question of 
the amount of DTT a person with 
autism should receive is debated in 
research. Age, learning styles and 
skills are considered to be 
important factors in the overall 
determination towards amount of 
hours and intensity of the program 
for the particular individual.  
 
-Regardless of when a person with 
autism begins DTT treatment they 
should require less and less DTT 
over time.  
 
-A child with autism is having 
difficultly acquiring spoken 
language. Alternative 
Communication Methods: DTT is the 
only method to be effective in 
teaching children their first words 
and phrases in sign language. DTT is 
also effective in teaching picture 
communication. 
 

-Both 
professionals 
(Board Certified 
Behavior Analysts 
(BCBA) teachers, 
paraprofessionals, 
Registered 
Behavior 
Technicians 
(RBT), etc.) and 
caregivers can be 
trained in 
implementation 
of DTT 
procedures. 
 
-Learners of all 
ages can benefit 
from DTT. 
 
 

How do I implement DTT?  
- DTT is not a standalone treatment and should always be used in conjunction with other researched based treatments (incidental teaching, pivotal response training, etc.).   
- DTT should be individualized based upon learner’s age, learning style, and overall skills. 
- DTT data should be closely monitored and changes to programming should always occur as a data based decision process. 
- Additional procedure implementation details can be found in the article(s) cited at the bottom of this guide. 
 

5 Parts of a Discrete Trial (Derived from Smith, 2001) 
 

1. Cue (or discriminative stimulus (Sd)): The therapist presents a brief, clear instruction or question, such as “Do this” or “What is 
this?” 

2.  Prompt (if necessary; see “Consequence”): At the same time as the cue, or immediately after it, the therapist assists the learner 
in responding, correctly to the cue. For example, the therapist may take the persons hand and guide him or her to perform the 
response, or the therapist may model the response. As the learner progresses, the therapist gradually fades out and eliminates 
the prompt so that the child learns to respond to the cue alone. 

3. Response: The learner gives a correct or an incorrect answer to the therapists cue. 
4. Consequence: If the learner has given a correct response, the learner immediately reinforces the response with praise, tangibles, 

preferred activities, etc. If the learner has given an incorrect response the therapist says “no”, looks away, removes teaching 
materials, or otherwise signals the response was incorrect. 

5. Intertrial interval: After giving the consequence, the therapist pauses (1-5 seconds) before presenting the cue for the next trial. 
       DTT Video Link: https://youtu.be/EeD1v2Utgt8 

https://youtu.be/EeD1v2Utgt8

